
THE EDITOR)S NOTEBOOK

The I(itsur Shulhan Arukh, Hidden
Verses, and the Israeli Electons

It is useful, after the passage of time, to take another look at the
Israeli elections of last May from a more distant perspective.

Whle the morning-after euphoria of tlie anti-Peres circles
has by now dissipated, and while certain problems within the
State will not simply evaporate because of governmental changes,
it is nevertheless apparent that the elections marked an historical
event. The difference in atmosphere was immediately palpable in
two areas: the genuflection at the altar of the "peace process,"
upon which all atrocities against Israel were forgiven; and the
coalition's inflammatory rhetoric against Judaism, in which all
thngs religious were ridiculed.

The Kitsur Shulhan Arukh (71:5) advises that a person
should go to sleep on his left side and awaken on his right side.
This is precisely what Israel did on the night after the elections
for Prime Minister. It went to sleep on its left side, certain that
Peres had won, and awoke on its right side to find that Netanya-
hu had won.

Carefu students of the Psalms did not have to resort to such
somnolent signs. The cognoscenti pointed to Psalm 77, verse II:
"shenot yemin elyon" is normaly translated as an entreaty "for the

years of the right hand of the Most High." But the correct read-
ing for Israel's election was this: shenot contains the letters tav,
shin, nun, vav, which was the year of the elections, 5756; v. II
represents the day of the month of the elections, II Sivan; Ps. 77
is in the section of Psalms read by the pious on Wednesdays, the
day of the elections. Thus, the esoteric meaning of the verse is: "in
5756, yemin (the right) elyon (on top)." Obviously. How could
anyone have missed the message deeply embedded in ths Psalm?

And how could anyone not have noticed that our forefather
Yaakov had sent us a message concealed in Gen. 42:36? There he
tells his sons: "Yòsef einenu veShimon einenu ve-et Binyamin ti-
kahu," which only a fool would not recognize as: "Yosef (Beiln
or Sarid) is no more; Shimon (Peres) is no more; and Binyamin
(Netanyahu) shall you take."

Clearly, the same numerical gymnasts who had displayed
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their dexterity during the Gulf War (the numerical equivalent of
the "Patriot" missile (314), presumably protecting Israel from

the Scuds, was the same as that of God's name on the mezuza,
which letters also stand for "Protects the Doors of Israel," etc.)
were back in full force in this election.

II

It was an election not only of spiritual signs, but political signs.
Perhaps the most daming of all was the series of black and white
leaflets that appeared on the streets every few days. Often they
were headed with the single word ZOKHERIM, "WE REMEM-
BER." The message would remind the voters of some egregious
anti-religious statement by the Peres government: "WE RE-
MEMBER: what Peres said about King David," (recalling Peres's
intemperate comments about displaying a statue of an unclothed
King David as part of Jerusalem 3000); or "what Aloni said
about Shema Yisrael'; or "what Yael Dayan said in defense of
abominations." Some were in the form of real estate ads display-
ing scenes of prime property which was for sale for empty
promises: Hebron, Rachel's Tomb, Jerusalem, Joseph's Tomb in
Shekhem, the Katel haMa)aravi. As it turned out, a landslide
number of Jewish voters did remember.

When the results became known, the human rights-loving
Israeli leftsts made it clear that the Orthodox had committed a
grave offense by swinging the election. They conjured up the
specter of religious coercion and of changes in the religious status
quo (they who have been changing the status quo for the past
four years). They charged that the election had been won because
of amulets distrbuted by kabbalistic rabbis who threatened curses
against anyone who voted for Peres. Their cries, inevitably, were
recycled by the FederationjUJA leadership and non-Ortodox
congregational bodies in the USA, who led a clucking chorus of
fear-mongering about Orthodox ghettoization and polarization-
in very undemocratic disregard of a fairly won election. In uncon-
scious but strking symmetry to Arab hints about renewing the in-
tifada, the American Jewish establishment even dropped broad
hits about cuttng off aid to Israel (just as they threatened to do
when things didn't go their way during the "Who Is a Jew" im-
broglio). Democracy is fine as long as the other side does not win.
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III

Overlooked by them and by the Israeli media was the salient fact
that the Israeli electorate, over and above its justified fears about
security, was also saying something else: they wanted not only a
state for Jews, but a Jewish state. The Peres coalition's hostility
to Jewish tradition did not reflect the views of Israelis. They are
not all pious or haredi, but neither are they ready to abandon
their Jewish roots. They did not forget the virulent anti-religious
reaction after the Rabin assassination, and they realized that this
was but an escalation of the coalition's daily mugging on Israel's
Jewish character that long antedated that event.

Somehow, the electorate sensed in this a loss of spiritual
compass. Every transitory ideological vogue was embraced.
Peres himself envisioned a Jewish-Arab region in which Jewish
and Arab national identities would disappear "and our self-iden-
tity will be based on this new reality." The Minister of Education
announced that he would remove the archaic interest in "Jewish
values and culture, love of homeland, loyalty to the Jewish peo-
ple," and replace it with a "pluralistic concern for the cultures of
all the peoples inhabiting the region." It is hardly surprising

that, as Commentary Magazine has pointed out, the new code of
ethics for the Israeli armed forces, "The Spirit of the IDF," con-
tains no reference to the Jewish people, Jewish tradition, or the
land of IsraeL.

The spiritual rootlessness led to daily absurdities that tested
one's sanity. Has any sovereign nation ever willingly surrendered
contiguous land to a sworn enemy in order to ensure its own
security? Or ignored calls from putative peace partners to "liber-
ate Palestine in blood"? Or permitted an unarmed sworn enemy
on its borders to arm a force of forty thousand men? Or freed
imprisoned terrorists who were promptly rewarded with top
positions in the enemy's "security forces"? Or blithely ignored
the fact that its partners in peace literally danced with joy at the
bus bombings?

Nor did anyone trouble to analyze the implications of
"land for peace." Is not the concept of surrendering land in or-
der to achieve peace an admission that we have no real right to
the land we are surrendering, that it is meaningful to us only as a
bargaining chip? How is it that Israel does not receive Syrian or
Egyptian land in exchange for peace? "Land for peace" pays
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obeisance to the spurious idea that somehow the Jewish people
is committing a crime by living in its ancestral home and must
now pay a price if it insists on living in peace in that home.

Israeli leadership had been in a hypnotic trance, numbed by
the smiles of an approving world. The Jewish longing for the
land and the Jewish attachment to the holy places were ridiculed
by Rabin and Peres. Instead, the most historic portions of the
land were promised to Arafat and Assad in exchange for their
word that they would be nice to us. It was inevitable that cal-
lousness about the Jewish past would lead to callousness about
the Jewish present and future.

Beyond the failed peace, the youth's hedonism and its
aping of the West demonstrated that secular leadership was inca-
pable of transmittng any ideals-even secular ideals-to the next

generation. It was not lost on the public that the only Zionist
idealism to be found in Israel was that of the 140,000 Jews-the
vast majority of them religious-who had settled Judea and
Samaria and whom the government was now demonizing for
doing exactly what the early secular Zionist halutsim, such as
Ben Gurian and his cohorts, had done: settle the land at great
personal risk.

The most effective anti-government banner simply said:
"You Have Failed: Go Home." It was brutal in its starkness, but
it said it alL. Failed not only at peace, but failed also in building a
society based on Jewish values. It was in the hope that both the
peace and the J ewishness could be restored that Israelis did in
fact send them home.

IV

Although it is unlikely that Yaakov was tellng us that we should
choose Binyamin Netanyahu, or that King David was referring
to the election of 5756 and the ascendancy of the Right, one
thing is clear: new possibilties have been opened up in IsraeL.
There now exists at least the chance for a return-not to the
nightmare phantasmagoria imagined by the embittered losers-

but to basic things: simple idealism; serious Jewish education
and motivation for the young; a modicum of Jewish historical
sense and pride.

These elementary goals can be reached if we do not once
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again fritter away the opportunity that has been offered us. It
wil require, however, more than amulets and hidden verses.

For starters, it will require that our representatives in the
Knesset remember that in the eyes of the wider public they rep-
resent such concepts as God, Torah, and classical Judaism. The
only Orthodox leadership the Israeli public knows are those who
function in the political arena. This public, weary of spiritual
emptiness, is ready for a Judaism that is represented with Integri-
ty, spirituality, and the best of Jewish ethical behavior.

Orthodoxy now has the opportunity to demonstrate that
Torah is not parochial but has a vitality to contribute to our
social and intellectual life; that its interests extend beyond kash-
rut endorsements, funding for pet projects, and the closing of
certain streets on Shabbat; that it has something to say about
today's cultural degradation and self-indulgence (which has not
entirely spared Orthodox life in Israel or the Diaspora); that the
Torah as an ets hayyim is not just a pretty slogan.

All ths may be only a fond hope-political parties, even reli-
gious ones, will probably not hasten the Messiah's arrival-but
the glimmer keeps reappearng: perhaps ths time we will be wise.
So far, with a few shining exceptions, the signs are unpromising.

If we are not wise, and Israelis continue to see only politi-
cians with yarmulkes, the smile from Above which ths election
represented will have been spurned. In that case, we should not
be surrised if other baners soon cry out, "You Have Failed: Go
Home," and if Israelis, in contravention of the Shulhan Arukh)s
advice, on the morning after the new elections wake up on their
left side. All the hidden pesukim in the world will not help us
then.

~rT
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